
Comments from daily and approx. twice/three times a week commuters to 
London from Islip and Oxford Parkway (November 2015)

General feedback

- Overall, I believe that most of the recent issues have been “teething” troubles 
and there is a genuine desire to provide a high quality service. Noted.

- From speaking with other users of the line who board at other stations, their 
service has deteriorated considerably so Chiltern will be “fighting a lot of 
fires” at the moment. Noted.

- Overall disappointed with the service, but realise that it has only just started. 
Noted.

Punctuality/ Unreliability of connections / delays

Islip comments

In the event that the 0714 is delayed, our contingency plan is for either (a) the 0724 
from Oxford Parkway to be held or (b) for the 0724 to call at Oxford Parkway. The 
option chosen will depend on how late the 0714 is running. This was not initially 
the case. Recent experience is that the contingency arrangement is working.

- Two of the four times I used the 0714 the connecting train failed to wait for 
us at Parkway

- Punctuality.  This is always and inevitably the main problem.  Trains frequently 
arrive 5 to 10 minutes late both in Islip/Oxp from Marylebone and in Marylebone 
from Islip/Oxp.  This is annoying: but it is also important if it puts a connection 
at risk.  There is a group of people who regularly take the 07:14 from Islip to 
Oxp in order to catch the 07:24 to Marylebone.  Since the 07:14 is often late, the 
connection is very risky.

For example:
- Yesterday morning: 08:12 from Islip arrived 15 min late into Marylebone.

Last night: 17:50 from Marylebone arrived 10 min late into Islip.
- This morning: 08:12 arrived 15 min late into Marylebone, and was so full that 

no-one could board the train at either Beaconsfield or Gerrards Cross.

- There have been 3 occasions when the 0714 has been late and passengers 
have boarded the train to Oxford Parkway only for the connecting 0724 to 
London Marylebone to pull away before we were able to get on the train. 
Given that the above incidences have resulted in Islip residents being delayed 
by in excess of half an hour, they should be entitled to compensation under 
Chiltern’s rules, but as yet, I don’t think anybody has received anything from 
Chiltern (on 2 of the 3 occasions I and other users have raised a complaint 
which has been recorded in writing) .

- It is fair to say that I have not been on a single train yet that has arrived on 
time! It is quite clear to all regular passengers that our punctuality has 



dipped slightly over the last six weeks. However the vast majority of trains 
between London and Oxford Parkway (both ways) arrive on time. It is fair to 
say that punctuality for the 0724 from Oxford Parkway has been particularly 
disappointing.

- Lack of coordination: On the one time I did take the 7.14 from Islip, the 
connection at Oxford Parkway left as we were walking across the bridge. Staff 
at Parkway said they had the authority to hold the train but the train manager 
wouldn’t listen. I did fill out a formal complaint form about that one, but 
haven’t heard anything from Chiltern

Setting the above aside, the staff at Oxford Parkway are actually very good and 
were able to calm aggravated passengers very effectively by appearing open 
and honest, with regard to the above issues and the causes with the 0724. 
Thank you.

Parkway User comments
 

- Lack of fast trains: I used to be able to get from Bicester North to Marylebone 
in just over 45 minutes. Now if I’m lucky the minimum time is more like 65 
minutes

From the 14th December, the fastest trains between Oxford Parkway and London are 
timetabled to take less than an hour. Please see the attached file.

- Appalling lack of punctuality: I’ve been late to work more times than on time 
in the past 4 weeks. The problem is mainly with the morning service 
(7.53am); my evening train home (4.18pm) has been pretty good. Reasons 
included a points failure just outside Bicester (where the train actually ended 
up going backwards and I had to hike across Bicester to catch a train from 
Bicester North), slow running trains in front, and the train itself running very 
slowly

Lack of trains means unviable service

- Long gaps in the service mean that it's still often necessary to drive to 
Bicester, and if I do try to commute from Islip, missing a train would be a 
costly disaster. There are no trains that permit me to work a half day in town 
and then pick up from school at 3.15, though the 0812 service is well timed, 
and crucial to me because I can drop at school breakfast club and then go to 
town. 

If customers from Islip are choosing to drive to another station, due to the number 
of trains, I would recommend Oxford Parkway rather than either of the two stations 



in Bicester. This is due to a combination of (i) seat availability, (ii) the price of 
parking, (iii) roadworks around Bicester Village and (iv) it is closer.

- I know that everyday season ticket commuters such as Simon Currie still have 
to drive to Bicester as Islip is not a viable service, which must raise questions 
about whether there are any benefits in terms of A34 Traffic reduction. It 
seems to me that Islip has had to bear all the costs of the railway (noise, 
disruption, etc) with few, if any of the benefits. 

Timetabling issues

- I forgot to mention the loss of the 0902 service from Islip to Oxford Parkway 
from 12th December, which I presume would be a very useful service for 
parents having dropped their children at School.

It is not possible for this train to call at the station, due to the length of the train. 
Our train planners do have this on their list preferred changes for future iterations 
of the timetable.

- I know that most users of the 0714 would prefer the 0724 from Oxford 
Parkway to stop at Islip (and I know this is a view supported by the manager 
of Oxford Parkway station, the train drivers and supporting staff), as this 
would avoid the 0724 leaving late whilst waiting for the incoming 0714 from 
Islip. However I do appreciate that the 0724 is Chiltern’s headline service, so 
I would assume that they would resist putting another stop on this service. 
Also, strategically, presumably if this were offered, then another service from 
the Village would be removed, which may be more detrimental to the Village 
as a whole. 

- The timetable is not ideal for commuters from Islip. However, I do 
understand that they want to avoid people commuting from Islip and from 
the number of cars in the car park I think they have achieved their goal!  To 
be fair, the 0612 departure does allow you to arrive in London before 0730, 
so there is a degree of flexibility in terms of an earlier start, but the circa 90 
minute gap from the 1750 to the next direct departure from London 
Marylebone to Islip in the evening is a little frustrating.

- Is there are way to improve the timetable so that there are not huge gaps in 
the service, perhaps guaranteeing a train per hour?

- It would be a great improvement to have a train stopping at Islip (bound for 
London) between 06:00 and 08:12, and one that stops at Islip between 18:47 
and 19:45.

There are no further timetable changes planned for Islip. We provide a reasonable 
spread of trains across the day, however it is impossible to cater for the individual 
journeys of every potential passenger when working within the constraints of the 
number of trains that call at the station. The overall number of trains is unlikely to 
change.



Access to Parkway problematic
- Access to Parkway needs improving with better bike/pedestrian access 

Work at Oxford Parkway is ongoing.

Wifi
- The signal should be stronger, and it would be helpful to have wifi on the 

smaller (two-carriage) trains as well as the Clubman trains.

The wifi on all of our trains that have tables is currently being upgraded. We have had a 
technical issue with the wifi on the two carriage trains that have tables – If a passenger 
cannot connect, then this should be reported to icomera at the time (contact details are 
in each carriage). I did this myself least week and the problem was fixed in five minutes.

Parking issues

- Wasted parking permit: While I was happy to see my Bicester North annual 
season ticket was honoured (and why shouldn’t it be, it’s more expensive 
than a Parkway season ticket), my annual parking permit was not. As it only 
had 5 weeks to run, I couldn’t get a reimbursement. I know that the parking 
is cheap at Parkway (£2/day) but it’s pretty insulting to be asked to pay on 
top of the £1000 I’d already spent on an annual ticket which was still 
technically valid. As they honoured my travel ticket, they should have been 
able to honour my parking ticket too.

Noted. Thank you. If there is any validity remaining on the car park ticket, check 
with the station staff as we have introduced a degree of flexibility until the end of 
the year.


